
“It’s raw and rowdy, definitely  
modern in composition with a 

screeching hook and killer low end, 
but it does throwback to late-’90s 

house jams with a scratchy vocal and 
hip-hop-infused house rhythm.”

“An infectious, deep house  
concoction powers the track forward, 

mixing in an intriguing vocal presence, 
energetic percussion, and a quirky 

melody that will make you stop 
everything you’re doing and dance.”

“This track is one wild  
ride of French house.”

“It’s a fruitful collaboration sure 
 to knock its listener onto their  

knees only to pray at the altar of  
this bass pantheon.”

“’Summer 99’ channels the nostalgic 
feeling of 90’s hip-hop influenced 

house, with a bassline that will make 
you move your waistline.”

“This masterpiece contains  
elements of each of their own style 

that is too good to not share.”

“Tchami and Malaa did what  
they do best, giving us a true  

banger of a track.” “They’ve come out with a  
dirty, bass house track titled  

‘Summer 99‘ and have already left  
jaws dropping across the globe.”

“Channeling vibes from several pre-
21st-century musical influences, the 

two have quite the hit on their hands.”

“Absolute madness.”

For more information, please contact Carla Sacks, Samantha Tillman or Louis D’Adamio at Sacks & Co.,  
212.741.1000, carla@sacksco.com, samantha.tillman@sacksco.com or louis.dadamio@sacksco.com.

“Anytime the bass gods Tchami and 
Malaa put their heads together the 

outcome is sure to be gold.”

TCHAMI X MALAA
CRITICAL PRAISE FOR THEIR COLLABORATIVE TRACK  

“SUMMER 99”



“With a infectious bass line,  
perfectly used vocal chops, and  
some of the grooviest melodies  

I’ve heard in a while, ‘The Sermon’  
will be a staple in all house DJ’s 

upcoming sets.”

“’The Sermon’ is definitely bigger 
 than hip hop—it’s bigger than  

house music, too. It’s about a feeling 
deep in your soul, and that’s exactly 

what makes Tchami x Malaa’s 
collaborations so special.”

“‘The Sermon’ beautifully  
mixes Tchami’s future house  

vibes with Malaa’s darker ware- 
house vibes and is a beautiful  
ode to classic house music.”

“Tchami & Malaa deliver  
‘The Sermon’ of house music”

“‘The Sermon’ is a perfect  
blend of Malaa and Tchami’s  

styles–creating a darker and more 
minimalist future house track that 

utilizes metallic percussive sounds, 
bass house inspired synthesizers and 

muted melodic leads.”

“With a brisk 4x4 beat and  
varying vocal samples tied  

together by an infectious bassline,  
this groovy house track is impossible 

not to bob your head to.”
“In ‘The Sermon’, Tchami’s  

jazzy vibes are more evident,  
especially in the bassline, with  
Malaa’s distinct influence in the 
pitched down vocal chops and 

warehouse texturing.”

“Groovy anthem.”

For more information, please contact Carla Sacks, Samantha Tillman or Louis D’Adamio at Sacks & Co.,  
212.741.1000, carla@sacksco.com, samantha.tillman@sacksco.com or louis.dadamio@sacksco.com.

“’The Sermon’ is the  
quintessential concoction of a  
plucky bass line, angelic vocal  
chops and perfectly seasoned  

snares-bound to get any  
booty groovin’.”

“Tchami & Malaa reunite for 
bass-fueled collaboration.”

TCHAMI X MALAA
CRITICAL PRAISE FOR THEIR COLLABORATIVE TRACK  

“THE SERMON”


